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SPONTANEOUS FISSION AND �-DECAY HALF-LIVESOF SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI� ��Z. �ojewski and A. BaranInstitute of Physis, M. Curie-Skªodowska UniversityPl. M. Curie-Skªodowskiej 1, 20-031 Lublin, Poland(Reeived Otober 26, 1999)Spontaneous �ssion and alpha-deay half-lives of even�even superheavynulei 112 � Z � 120 are alulated on the basis of the deformed Woods-Saxon potential in WKB approximation by the multi-dimensional dynami-al programingmethod in spae of parameters desribing the shape of nuleif�2; �4; �6g and the pairing degrees of freedom f�p; �ng. The diret om-parisons of the spontaneous �ssion and �-deay half-lives alulated by theViola�Seaborg formula establish the regions of dominane of the sponta-neous �ssion and the � mode of desintegration.PACS numbers: 25.85.Ca, 21.60.Ev, 21.10.Tg1. IntrodutionThe last years brought many signi�ant suesses in the �eld of thesynthesis of very heavy nulei. Splendid works done in the GSI laboratoryled to the prodution of nulei with atomi numbers Z=110, 111 and 112[1�3℄. This nulei were found almost on the edge of the island of stabilitywhih was for a long time unattainable for physiists.However, the deisive work was the synthesis of the element Z=114 inJINR at Dubna [4℄, beause it really proved the existene of this hypothet-ial, till now, island of stability. The lifetime of the synthesized nuleus isabout one minute � very long in the sale of the lifetimes of heavy nu-lei. This is interesting, that this result is almost exatly peaeable with thetheoretial expetations alulated in the WKB method on the base of thesingle-partile Woods�Saxon potential [6,8℄.� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999.�� Work supported partly by KBN, Projet No. 2 P03B 011 12.(485)



486 Z. �ojewski, A. BaranLately the Lawrene Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) informed,that it sueeded to synthesize nulei with atomi numbers Z=116 and118 [5℄. In this manner, for �rst time, the barrier of the magi numberof protons Z=114 was overome.The above works will, of ourse, demand on�rmations and of speify-ing of the reeived results. But, this is visible, that the attention of ex-perimenters will be foused on the nulei in the region of Z=112�120 andN �184.The subjet of the present paper is to study the spontaneous-�ssion (Tsf)and �-deay (T�) half-lives of the even�even nulei with proton numbersZ = 112�120 and neutron numbers N=152 � 196 in full dynamial methodand in possibly optimal olletive spae of parameters.There exists many theoretial papers analyzing the spontaneous �ssionhalf-lives (Tsf) of nulei in this region of atomi numbers (see for example:[7�9℄). The Tsf were alulated in the stati approximation in [7℄ and inthe ombined method [8,9℄ e.g., by the dynamial alulations in a two-dimensional deformation spae with the simultaneous minimization of thepotential energy in the remaining degrees of freedom. However, more exatand many-sided theoretial investigations will permit better understandingof the spontaneous �ssion and allow to plan the next experiments touhingthe synthesis of the superheavy nulei.As the base of the present alulations it serves the deformed single-partile Woods�Saxon potential with the universal parameters [10℄. As itwas shown in [6,8℄ this parametrisation gives good results onerning �ssionof the heaviest nulei.We have taken into aount three deformation degrees of freedom(�2; �4; �6), desribing the shape of nulei and two pairing degrees of free-dom (�p;�n), desribing the possible hanges of super�uid properties of thenuleus during the penetration of the barrier. As was shown in earlier papers[6,11℄ this set of olletive parameters is pratially su�ient for estimationsof the Tsf of the superheavy nulei.To minimize the ation integrals desribing probability of spontaneous�ssion we have used the multi�dimensional dynami-programming method(MDP) [6℄ and the WKB approximation.The alpha-deay half-lives (T�) are alulated by the Viola�Seaborg [12℄formula with parameters modi�ed to the new experimental data [13℄.The theoretial bakground is desribed shortly in Setion 2. In Setion 3the results are presented and disussed.



Spontaneous Fission and �-Deay Half-Lives of Superheavy Nulei 4872. Theoretial modelWe based on the single-partile Woods�Saxon potential with the uni-versal set of parameters [10℄. The values of 12 onstants that determinethe W�S potential parametrization are spei�ed in Ref. [10℄. In the presentstudy, exept of the deformation parameters (��, �=2,4,6), desribing theshape of nulei, we have inluded the pairing degrees of freedom: protonsand neutrons gaps (�p and �n) as a olletive oordinates. The earlieralulations have shown that the e�et of the oupling of the nulear shapeparameters and the pairing vibrations plays an important role in the esti-mations of the �ssion lifetime [6℄.Aording to the Strutinsky model, the olletive potential energy Vis splitted into a shell ÆEshell and the pairing orretion parts ÆEpair andthe smooth average bakground energy de�ned as the folded Yukawa plusexponential model with the standard values of its parameters [14℄.The residual pairing interation is treated in the BCS approximationwith the pairing strength onstants as in [15℄.The olletive mass Bkl, desribing the inertia of a nuleus with respetto hanges of its shape or super�uid properties is alulated in the adiabatiranking model. It plays the role of a metri tensor in the multi-dimensionalolletive spae.The �ssion proess of a nuleus is desribed as a tunnelling throughthe olletive potential energy barrier. In the WKB approximation thespontaneous-�ssion half-life is inversely proportional to the probability ofthe penetration through the barrier:Tsf = ln2n 1P : (1)Here, n is the number of assaults of the nuleus on the �ssion barrier perunit of time: n � 1020:38s�1. With the use the one-dimensional WKBsemi-lassial approximation for the penetration probability P , the followingformula an be determined: P = �1 + eS��1 ; (2)where S(L) is the ation integral alulated along the �ssion path L(s) inthe multi�dimensional olletive spae:



488 Z. �ojewski, A. BaranS(L) = s2Zs1 � 2~2 Be�(s)[V (s)�E℄�1=2 ds : (3)An e�etive inertia assoiated with the �ssion motion along the path L(s)is Be�(s) =Xk;l Bkl dqkds dqlds ; (4)In these equations ds denotes an element of the path length in the olletivespae. The integration limits s1 and s2 orrespond to the lassial turningpoints, determined by the equation V (s) = E, and E is the energy of the�ssioning nuleus.Dynami alulations of (Tsf) mean a quest for the trajetory Lmin whihful�lls a priniple of stationary ation:Æ[S(L)℄ = 0 : (5)To minimize the ation�integral we have used the multi-dimensional dyna-mi-programming method (MDP). Its appliation to �ssion was �rst devel-oped by Baran et al. (see e.g., [16℄ and referenes quoted therein).Sine the marosopi-mirosopi method is not analytial, it is ne-essary to alulate the potential energy and all omponents of the inertiatensor on a grid in the multi-dimensional spae spanned by a set of olletivedegrees of freedom.The �nding of the least ation trajetory Lmin is equivalent to the prob-lem of determination of the geodeti line between the turning points s1 ands2 with the mass parameter Bkl being the metri tensor of the multi-dimen-sional olletive spae fq�g.In order to �nd the least ation trajetory Lmin we proeed as follows:We selet the �2 oordinate (e.g., the elongation parameter). The pres-sumed �ssion path has to be monotoneous funtion of this oordinate. Inthe next step we alulate the ation integral S(L) along the �2 oordinate,passing through all remaining grid points of fqig, (i=1,2,..., ��1) degrees offreedom. If we denote by n a number of grid points of �2 oordinate and byni (i=1,2,..., ��1) the number of grid points on the remaining (��1) oordi-nates, then the total number of trajetories examined in the MDP methodwill be equal to (n1 � n2 � : : : � n��1)n. The trajetory with minimal S(L)orresponds to the trajetory Lmin searhed in the least-ation priniple.The method of alulating the � deay half-lives is based on the wellknown phenomenologial formula by Viola�Seaborg [12℄ with re�tted valuesof parameters as in [13℄.



Spontaneous Fission and �-Deay Half-Lives of Superheavy Nulei 4893. ResultsThe multi-dimensional olletive spae onsists of three parameters de-sribing the shape of nulei (�2,�4,�6) and two pairing degrees of freedom(�p and �n). On aount of omputational limitations we an only performalulations in a maximum of four dimensional olletive spae. The alu-lations of Tsf in the �ve-dimensional olletive spae f�2; �4; �6;�p;�ng areapproximated by exat results obtained in three dimensional spaef�2; �4; �6g and the pairing orretion ÆTsf(�p;�n) in the following wayTsf(�2; �4; �6;�p;�n) = Tsf(�2; �4; �6) + ÆTsf(�p;�n) : (6)The pairing orretion, ÆTsf(�p;�n) is the di�erene between the dynamialvalues of Tsf alulated in 4-dimensional spae f�2; �4;�p;�ng (with �p and�n as a olletive degrees of freedom) and 2-dimensional spae f�2; �4g (inwhih the proton and neutron pairing gaps are obtained in the statial BCSapproximation)ÆTsf(�p;�n) = Tsf(�2; �4;�p;�n)� Tsf(�2; �4) : (7)The inspetion shows that this e�et is important beause it redues the SFhalf-lives of nulei by about 0.5�2.5 orders of magnitude. The ÆTsf(�p;�n)is maximal for nulei with neutron number N �184 and reahes 2.0 � 2.5orders of magnitude.In Figure 1 we show the spontaneous �ssion (Tsf) and �-deay (T�)half-lives for nulei with atomi number Z=112, 114, 116, 118 and 120 insuession. The neutron number N hanges from N=150 to N=196. Tri-angles denote the values of Tsf and the squares the �-deay half-lives T�.Lifetimes, in years, are given in the logarithmi sale.The disovery of the new element beome possible if the lifetime ofthe nuleus is longer than 1 �s (� �13:5 y in logharitmi sale). As itis seen from the �gures this limits the nulei to these with neutron numbers158� N �190 for Z=112, 114 and 116 and only to 168� N �188 for Z=118and 120. It is pratially impossible to observe the remaining nulei.Two very spei� e�ets an be observed in the demonstrated �gures.One an see a two loal maxima of the SF half-life urves at N �162 andN �184, separated by a minima at N �170. The similar behavior is alsoobserved for the �-deay half-life, but the diminution of the half-lives atN �170 is onsiderably smaller. The enhanement in nulear stability nearthe deformed shell N=162 allows for the appearane of a peninsula of thedeformed metastable superheavy nulei, while the loal maximum at N=184leads to the island of spherial superheavy nulei.
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Fig. 1. Spontaneous �ssion (Tsf) and �-deay (T�) half-lives (given in years) of theeven�even isotopes with atomi number Z=112, 114, 116, 118 and 120 plotted asa funtion of the neutron number N .



Spontaneous Fission and �-Deay Half-Lives of Superheavy Nulei 491The value of � 104 y for Tsf is get for the double-magi nuleus 298114184.The similar values are obtained for the nulei Z=112 and 116 showing thelosed spherial neutron shell at N=184. (The shell N=184 was also re-ported in reent Skyrme�Hartree�Fok�Bogoliubov alulations by �wioket. al., [18℄ and indiretly in the relativisti mean �eld alulations by Mengand Takigawa [19℄. In their Fig. 3 one sees N=184 subshell and the largeN=198 shell.)Our results are lowered by about two orders of magnitude as omperedto those obtained in [9℄. It is the e�et of the pairing degrees of freedomaounted in the present paper. While the e�et of the inlusion of thepairing degrees of freedom redues the spontaneous �ssion Tsf data and doesnot in�uene the �-deay half-lives T� the relation between both modes ofdesintegration signi�antly hanges. Let us trae this more exatly in ourdrawings.In the viinity of the deformed superheavy nulei as well as in the re-gion of spherial superheavy nulei the spontaneous �ssion half lives areonsiderably longer than the orresponding �-deay half-lives. This means,that these nulei will be desintegrated by �-deay and this is in agreementwith existing experimental data [1�4℄. We an also see, that the nulei withZ=118 and 120 are pratially all �-radioative what is on�rmed in thelast experiment of the Berkeley group [5℄.Near the neutron number N=170 one observes the opposite behaviour.Here, SF half-life values are smaller or omparable to T�. We an say, thatnulei from this region (N �170�174) will be desintegrated by spontaneous�ssion rather than �-deay. This e�et is very strong for Z=112 isotopesand a little more weak in the ase of Z=114 and 116 nulei.All �gures permit more exat traing of the relations between Tsf andT� for all onsidered nulei.In the present work we have investigated only the even�even nulei. Un-fortunatelly, the most synthesized nulei are the odd-A or odd�odd systems.However, the approximate onlusions, relating the odd-systems an be with-drawn from the present paper and our earlier works [17,18℄. For odd-A andodd�odd nulei the Tsf inreases onsiderably due to the e�et of an un-paired nuleon [17℄. Simultaneously the �-deay half-lives grows [18℄. Fromthis kind of reasoning, the above onlusions are expeted to hold for odd-A and odd�odd nulei. Howeever, it has to be on�rmed by the suitablealulations for odd nulei. This is the subjet of our next paper.



492 Z. �ojewski, A. Baran4. ConlusionsThe following onlusions an be drawn from our investigations:� We have alulated the spontaneous-�ssion and �-deay half-lives ofthe even�even nulei with proton number Z = 112 � 120 and neu-tron number N = 152 � 196 in the multi-dimensional olletive spaespanned by three shape parameters (�2,�4,�6) and two pairing degreesof freedom (�p and �n).� The pairing degrees of freedom redue the SF half-lives by 0.5�2.5 or-ders of magnitude and onsiderably hange the theoretial preditionsrelating the manner of disintegration of nulei. This e�et is due tothe strong dependene of the nulear inertia tensor upon the pairinggap.� Comparison of the alulated spontaneous �ssion and �-deay half-lives leads to the onlusion that the �-deay mode should be dom-inating for nulei around N=162 � the deformed superheavy nuleiand for N=184 � the island of the spherial superheavy nulei.� The nulei in the viinity of N=170 an desintegrate by spontaneous�ssion rather than �-deay proess.These onlusions we an formulate for even�even nulei while only suhsystems were onsidered. REFERENCES[1℄ S. Ho�man et al., Z. Phys. A350, 277 (1995).[2℄ S. Ho�man et al., Z. Phys. A350, 281 (1995).[3℄ S. Ho�man et al., Z. Phys. A354, 229 (1996).[4℄ Yu. Oganessian, Nature, (1999), in press.[5℄ V. Ninov et al., Report LBL 43361, (1999); Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 1104 (1999).[6℄ Z. Lojewski, A. Staszzak, Nul. Phys. A657, 134 (1999).[7℄ S. �wiok, A. Sobizewski, Z. Phys. A342, 203 (1992).[8℄ R. Smola«zuk, J. Skalski, A. Sobizewski, Phys. Rev. C52, 1871 (1995).[9℄ R. Smola«zuk, Phys. Rev. C56, 812 (1997).[10℄ S. �wiok, J. Dudek, W. Nazarewiz, J. Skalski, T. Werner, Comput. Phys.Commun. 46, 379 (1987).[11℄ Z. �ojewski, A. Staszzak, Ata. Phys. Pol. B27, 531 (1996).
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